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National Anthem of India This article is about the national anthem of India. For other purposes, see Jana Gan Mana (disambigation). Jana Ghana ManaEnglish: You are the art ruler of the minds of all people Music list for Jan Gan Mana National Anthem IndiaLyricGursudev Rabindranath Tagore, 1911 (x 3) x 4 MusicGhudev Rabindranath Tagore 1911, 1911
- 45Adopted24 January 1950Audio sample OfJana Gan Man (Instrumental) filehelppdev Gurudranatho, author and composer of the national anthems of India and Bangladesh. Play media Rabindranath Tagore singing By Jana Mana Jana Mana Mana is The National Anthem of India. It was originally written as Bharoto Bhajio Bidhata in Bengali by polimate
Rabindranath Tagore. It was later written in The Bengali Sadhu or Tatsama Bengali, which is influenced by Sanskrit. The first stanza of the Bharoto Bhagyo Bidhata song was adopted by the Constituent Assembly of India as the national anthem on January 24, 1950. The official national anthem takes about 52 seconds. A shortened version consisting of the
first and last lines (and takes about 20 seconds to play) is also delivered from time to time. It was first publicly sung on December 27, 1911, at the Calcutta (now Calcutta) session of the Indian National Congress. The history poem was first read publicly on the second day of the annual session of the Indian National Congress in Kolkata (now Kolkata) on
December 27, 1911. Then, in January 1912, at the annual event of Adi Brahmo Samaj, it was, however, it was largely unknown, except for the readers of the magazine Adi Brahmo Samaj, Tattwabodhini Patrika. The poem was published in February 1905 under the name Bharat Bhagia Bidhat in Patrick's Tatwabodhini, which was the official edition of Brahmo
Samaj with Tagore, then editor. In 1912, the song was sung by Sarala Devi Chaudhourani, Tagore's niece, along with a group of schoolchildren, in front of prominent members of Congress, such as Bishan Narayan Dhar, President of the Indian National Congress, and Ambika Charan Majumdar. Outside Of Calcutta, the song was first sung by the bard
himself at a session at Besant Theosophical College in Madanapalla, Andhra Pradesh, on February 28, 1919, when Tagore attended college and sang the song. The song captivated college students, while Margaret Cousins, then vice-director of the college (also an expert in European music and wife of Irish poet James Cousins), both asked Tagore to
create an English translation of the song and set a musical notation for the national anthem, followed only when the song is sung in the original slow style of performance. Tagore translated his work into English while in college on February 28, 1919, under the title Morning Song of India via Wikisource. College accepts Tagora translation like their prayer song,
which is singed to this day. Jana Ghana Mana played as the national anthem on September 11, 1942 in Hamburg Song was chosen as the national anthem of Subhas Chandra Bose when he was in Germany. On the occasion of the founding assembly of the German-Indian Society on 11 September 1942, the Hamburg Symphony Orchestra of Radio was
played as the national anthem of independent India for the first time at the Atlantic Hotel in Hamburg. Before he officially became India's national anthem in 1950, Jana Ghana Mana was heard in the 1945 film Hamrahi. It was also adopted as a school song by The Doon School, Dehradun in 1935. On the occasion of India's achievement of freedom on 14
August 1947, at midnight, the Constituent Assembly of India met for the first time as a sovereign body, and the session was closed by a unanimous statement by Jana Ghana Mana. Members of the Indian delegation to the United Nations General Assembly, held in New York in 1947, broadcast Jana Gan Man's recording as the national anthem of the country.
The song was played by a house orchestra before a gathering of representatives from all over the world. The Code of Conduct of the National Anthem of India is played or sung on various occasions. Instructions are issued from time to time on the correct versions of the Anthem, on when they should be played or sung, and on the need to observe the
anthem by adhering to proper decency in such cases. The essence of these instructions was embodied in a newsletter issued by the Government of India for general information and guidance. The estimated duration of the full version of the National Anthem of India is 52 seconds and 20 seconds for the shorter version. The text of the poem was written in the
literary register of the Bengali language under the name sadhu bhasa, which is strongly Sanskritized. The song was written almost entirely using nouns that can also function as verbs The full version of the original composition in the Bengali script of Latin Transliteration (ISO 15919) জনগণমন-অিধনায়ক জয় হ ভারতভাগ িবধাতা! প াব িস ু  জরাট মরাঠা ািবড় উ�কল ব
িব  িহমাচল যমুনা গ া উ লজলিধতর  তব ভ নােম জােগ, তব ভ আিশষ মােগ, গােহ তব জয়গাথা। জনগণম লদায়ক জয় হ ভারতভাগ িবধাতা! জয় হ, জয় হ, জয় হ, জয় জয় জয় জয় হ॥ Yana-gana-adhināẏaka jaẏa he bharata-bhagya-vidhat! Pashjabashbebu Sindhu Maraha Dravidaaska Utkala Baṅga zdhiae himachala Jamuna jamuna Gaṅgā-gialahi-taraṅga Tawaifububha yumee
jago, tawajabha zubha zishhah meaghe, gahe tawaige jaẏa-gyte. Yana-gana-maṅgala-dāẏaka jaẏa he bharata-bhagya-vidhat! Jaẏa he, Jaẏa heh, Jaẏa hee, jaẏa jaẏa jaẏa jaẏa hee. Official texts on Hindi Devanagari script Devanagari transilization Latin transliteration (ISO 15919) Jan-Ghana Mana Adnayak Jai O, Bharat Bhagya Vidhyata! Punjab-Sindhu-
Gujarat-Maratha, Project-Utkal-Badg Windhya (i) Himachal Yamuna Ganga, Wave Wave Water Uuchhal, J Favorable Name, Tawa j Good Blessings, then Jai Saga. Jana Gana-Mangala Avivaable Jai, Bharat Bhagya Vidhyat! Hey hey! Hey hey! Hey hey! Jai Jai Jai O! Jana-gana-mana-adkhinayaka jaya he bharata-bhagy-vidata-panjaba-sinjarat-gujarat-
marat-Dravid-Utkala-Banga Vinja-Himachala-Yamuna-Ganga-jahla-jaladhi-taraanga Tawa Subha name Jan-gan-mangala-day-gia Jay he, Jaya he, Jaya he, Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya he. Yana-ganya-mana adhinyaka jaya he bharata-bhagya-vidhati. Paijaba-Sindhu-Gujarat-Mariha, Dravinya-Utkala Bashga VishdyakAkala Himakala Yamuna Yamuna Gaiga,
ediled khaladhi tarashga Tabashl yuma yume yuga, tachh zubha zishh mehe haha tabaja jah. Jana gaca maigala-daiaka jaya he, bharat bhagia vidhachi. Jaya he, Jaya He, Jaya He, Jaya Jaya Jaya he. IPA Phonetic Transcription (dʒənə gəɳə Mune əd̪ɦinɑːjəkə dʒəjə ɦɛː) (bɦɑːɾət̪ə bɦɑːgjə ʋɪdɦɑːt̪ɑː ǁ) (pə̃dʒɑːbə sɪnd̪ɦ gʊdʒəɾɑːt̪ə məɾɑːʈhɑː) (d̪ɾɑːʋɪɽə ʊt̪kələ
bə̃gə) (ʋɪ̃d̪ɦjə ɦɪmɑːcələ jinəmʊnɑː gə̃gɑː) (ʊttʃhələ dʒələd̪ɦi t̪əɾə̃gə) (t̪əbə ʃʊbɦə nɑːmeː dʒɑːgeː) t̪əbə ʃʊbɦə ɑːʃɪʂə mɑ̃ːgeː (gɑːɦeː t̪əbə dʒəjə gɑːt̪hɑː ‖) (dʒənə gəɳə mə̃gələ d̪ɑːjəkə dʒəjə ɦɛː) (bɦɑːɾət̪ə bɦɑːgjə ʋɪd̪ɦɑːt̪ɑː ‖) (dʒəjə ɦɛː) dʒəjə ɦɛː (dʒəjə ɦɛː) dʒəjə ɦɛː (dʒəjə ɦɛː) dʒəjə dʒəjə dʒəjə dʒəjə ɦɛː ‖ zlt; Shorten version Short version consisting of the first
and last lines of the national anthem, is also played in certain cases. It reads as follows the script of Devanagari (official romance 22 (bold shows long vowels) Latin transliteration (ISO 15919) jan-gana-mana जय हे भारत भा य िवधाता । जय हे, जय हे, जय हे, जय जय जय जय हे । Jana-Gana-mana-adhinayaka jaya he Bharata-bhagya vidhat. Jay he, Jaya he, Jaya he, Jay
Jay Jay Jay Jay Jay he. Yana-gana-mana adhinayaka jaya he bharat bhagya vidhat. Jaya he, Jaya He, Jaya He, Jaya Jaya Jaya he. Translated by Tagore, dated February 28, 1919, at Besophical College Bezant. You are the art ruler of the minds of all people, the Dispenser of the fate of India. Your name awakens the hearts of Punjab, Sindh, Gujarat and
Marata, Dravida, Odisha and Bengal; He echoed in the mountains of Windhya and the Himalayas, mingles in the music of the Ganges and Yamuna and chanted waves of the Indian Sea. They pray for your blessings and sing your praise. Saving all people is waiting in your hands, You are the dispenser of the fate of India. Victory, victory, victory on the first
day. Translation of the Tagore Gallery of Ghana Mana 28, 1919 in Besant Theosophical College Page 1 translation of Tagore Jan Gan Mana February 28, 1919 in Besant Theosophical College Page 2 Tagora translation of Jan Gan Mana on February 28, 1919 at Besant Theosophical College early or the original account of Jan Gan Man Controversy in
Kerala , students belonging to the religious denomination of Jehovah's Witnesses, were expelled by the school authorities for refusing to sing the national anthem on religious grounds though they respectfully stood up when the anthem was sung. The Kerala High Court found that there was nothing in it that could offend anyone's religious beliefs and
supported their expulsion. On 11 August 1986, the Supreme Court overturned the High Court's decision and ruled that the High Court had misjudged itself, since the question was not whether any particular religious belief or practice was appealing to our minds or feelings, but whether that belief was indeed part of the profession or practice. Our personal
views and reactions don't matter. The Supreme Court affirmed the principle that a secular judge should not judge the correctness of religious beliefs. The Supreme Court noted in its ruling that: There is no provision of the law that obliges anyone to sing the national anthem, and is not disrespectful to the National Anthem, if a person who stands up respectfully
when the national anthem is sung does not join the singing. Proper respect is shown for the national anthem while standing as the national anthem is sung. It would be wrong to say that disrespect is manifested by the fact that he does not join the singing. Standing respectfully when the national anthem is sung, but not singing yourself clearly does not prevent
singing the national anthem or cause outrage to engage in such singing in order to constitute an offence referred to in section 3 of the Offences Prevention Act. In some states, it is mandatory that the anthem will be played before movies are played in theaters. On November 30, 2016, in order to instill committed patriotism and nationalism, the Supreme Court
ruled that all cinemas across the country must play the national anthem, accompanied by the image of the Indian flag, in front of all films. Patrons had to stand against the anthem, and doors to the cinema hall were expected to be locked during the anthem to minimize disruption. The order was controversial, as it was claimed that visitors who chose not to
participate would be targeted and singled out, as was the case in an incident made public in 2015, which purportedly to show a group of patrons (presumably a YouTube uploader to be Muslims) being heckled by others. On 10 February 2017, two Kashmiris (including a member of the State Government) were arrested under the Offences prevention Act for
not standing during the national anthem at a cinema, the first such arrest of its kind by the State Government. Other outbreaks of violence related to the policy have also been reported. The Kerala Film Club (whose film festival was to comply with the order leading to several arrests) challenged the order as a violation of their fundamental rights, arguing that
cinemas were exceptionally unsuitable for the gravitas and sobriety that should accompany the national anthem and that the films shown often contrary to feelings of national respect. In October 2017, Judge Dhananjaya Chandrachud questioned the order's intent, arguing that citizens should not wear patriotism on their sleeves and should not assume that
people who did not stand for the anthem were less patriotic than those who did. In January 2018, the order was lifted pending further discussion in the government. In October 2019, a video of a Bengaluru couple mocking some people for not standing up during the national anthem in a movie theater went viral. They were questioned by you pakistani?. There
was a discussion on this issue; some lawyers recalled Article 21, some people called it a way to get media attention, and some recommended visiting the film after the national anthem to avoid any problems. But after the debate, the Supreme Court overturned its previous order, making it mandatory for cinemas to sing the national anthem. The historical
significance of the composition was first sung during the congress of the Indian National Congress in Kolkata on December 27, 1911. The song was sung on the second day of the convention. This event was reported in the British Indian press: poet Rabindranath Tagore sang a song he had written specifically welcome the emperor. (State, December 28,
1911) The trial began with Rabindranath Tagore singing a song specially composed by him in honor of the emperor. (Englishman, December 28, 1911) When the trial of the Indian National Congress began on Wednesday, December 27, 1911, a Bengali song was sung in the emperor's welcome order. The resolution welcoming the Emperor and Empress was
also adopted unanimously. (Indian, December 29, 1911) Many historians believe that the above newspaper reports were erroneous. Confusion erupted in the British Indian press after another song, Badshah Humara, written in Hindi by Rambhuj Veudhari, was sung on the same occasion in praise of the monarch. The nationalist Indian press made this
distinction clear: The process of the party meeting of the Congress began with a prayer in Bengali, praising God (the song of blessing). This was followed by a resolution expressing allegiance to King George V. Then another song was sung welcoming King George V. (Amrita Patrick's Bazaar, December 28, 1911) The annual session of the Congress began
with the singing of a song composed by the great Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore. Then a resolution was adopted expressing allegiance to King George V. The song, which pays homage to King George V, was sung by a group of boys and girls. (BENGALI, December 28, 1911) Even the report of the annual session of the Indian National Congress in
December 1911 stated this: On the first day of the 28th annual session of Congress, the proceedings began after the singing of Wanda Mataram. On the second day the work began after singing a patriotic song by Babu Rabindranath Tagore. Then messages from those who wished were read out, and a resolution was adopted expressing allegiance to King
George V. On November 10, 1937, Tagore wrote a letter to Pulin Bihari Sen about the dispute. This Bengali letter can be found in the biography of Tagore Rabindrajibani, Volume II of Page 339 of Prabhakulmar Mukherjee. A high-ranking official in the service of His Majesty, who was also a friend of mine, asked me to write a song about happiness towards
the emperor. The request just struck me. It caused a big stir in my heart. In response to this great mental upheaval, I announced the victory in Jan Gan Mana that Bhagia Bidhata (God of Destiny) of India, who from age by age held firmly the reins of the chariot of India through the rise and fall, through a straight path and curved. That Fate Lord, that Reader of
the collective mind of India, that Perennial guide, could never be George V, George VI, or any other George. Even my official friend understood it about the song. After all, even if his admiration for the crown was excessive, there was a lack of common sense. (quote needed) Again again in his letter of 19 March 1939, Tagore writes, I must insult myself only if I
wish to respond to those who consider me capable of such boundless stupidity as to sing in praise of George the Fourth or George the Fifth, as the Eternal Chariot, leading pilgrims on their way through countless centuries of the eternal history of mankind. (Purvaza, Fal gong, 1354, page 738.) However, his explanations about the dispute appeared only after
the death of Emperor George V in 1936, as Tagore himself did not want to contradict him during the life of the emperor. In addition, Tagore received a Knighthood on June 3, the birthday of Emperor George V in 1915 for his poems and songs. The knighthood was granted to Tagor at the request of Emperor George V, who was arrawned that the song Jana
Gan Mana was written praising the emperor. Tagore was proclaimed a patriot who wrote other songs too, besides Jan Gan Mana lionising the Indian independence movement. He renounced his knighthood in protest at the Jallianvale Bagh massacre in 1919. The knighthood (i.e. Sir) was awarded to him by the same King George V after receiving the Nobel
Prize in Literature for Gitanjali from the Swedish Government. Two of Tagore's most politically charged compositions, Chitto Jetha Bhayshunyo (Where The Mind Without Fear, Gitanjali Poem #35) and Ekla Chalo Re (If They Don't Answer Your Call, Walk Alone), have gained massive appeal, with the latter being favored by Gandhi and Netaji. (quote
necessary) Regional aspects Of another dispute is that only those provinces that were under British rule were mentioned, i.e. Punjab, Sindh, Gujarat, Marata, Dravida (south India), Utkal and Bengal. None of the princely states - Kashmir, Rajasthan, Hyderabad, Misra or Kerala - mentioned any of the states of north-eastern India, which are now an integral
part of India. But opponents of the proposal argue that Tagore only mentioned India's border states to include full India. The question of whether the princely state would be part of the liberated Indian Republic was discussed even before India's independence. In 2005, there were calls to remove the word Sindh and replace it with the word Kashmir. The
argument was that Sindh was no longer part of India, having shackled parts of Pakistan as a result of the 1947 partition. Opponents of the proposal believe that the word Sindh refers to the Hindu and Sindhi culture, and that the Sindhi people are an integral part of India's cultural fabric. India's Supreme Court has refused to change the national anthem, and
the wording remains unchanged. On December 17, 2013, MLA Assama, Fani Bhushan Chowdhury quoted an article by The Times of India published on January 26, 1950, stating that the original word Kamarup was included in the song, but was later changed to Sindhu and claimed that Kamarup should The then minister, Rokkibul Hussain, replied that the
State Government would initiate steps in that direction after the newspaper's response. The then minister, Ardendu Day, joined the debate, mentioned Sanchaiita (edited by Tagore himself), etc., where, he said, Kamrup was not mentioned. In 2017, the government of the state of Jharkhand, within the Bharatiya Janata Party, proposed to make the national
anthem mandatory in Madrasas. This was met with opposition from a part of the Muslim cleric on the grounds that it violated the basic principles of Islamic learning centres. Cm. also Bande Utkala Janani Bharot Bhagyo Bidhata, a poem by Rabindranath Tagore Vande Matarama, National Song of India Saare Jahan Se Ahcha Subh Suh Chain, National
Anthem of the Provisional Government of Free India Amar Shonar Bangla, National Anthem of Bangladesh, also written by Rabindranath Tagor Bharat Mata Banga Mata Jaya Bharat Jananya Tanujate Tamil Tai Telugu Tallulata Tallan Tallana Tallana Tallana Tallana Talla Sri Lanka Mata Ki Jai Jai Hind Hind Hindustan Sindabad Inquidabad Sinidadabad Jai
Jai Kisan Joy Bangla Jai Mahatrar Rabindranath Tagore's English Letters: Poems. Sahith of the Academy. page 32-. ISBN 978-81-260-1295-4. B Edgar Thorpe, Shawick Thorpe. Pearson CSAT 2011 guide. Pearson Education India. 56. ISBN 978-81-317-5830-4. a b Sabyastachi Bhattacharya (May 24, 2017). Rabindranath Tagore: Interpretation. Random
House Publishers India Pvt. Limited. page 326-. ISBN 978-81-8475-539-8. b BBC News - Does the British national anthem of India be praised?. The quote Although written in Bengali, the language used was Sadhu Bengali or Tatsama Bengali, which is strongly influenced by Sanskrit. Many of these words exist with the same meaning in different Indian
languages, and thus all Indians understand the words and meaning of the national anthem - the national symbol: the national anthem. National Portal of India. Received on April 10, 2017. Indian National Anthem: Brief on Jana Ghana Mana. News18 India. August 14, 2012. Received on September 6, 2020. Britannica, Encyclopedia Editors (2008), British
Encyclopedia of India (a set of 5 volumes), Encyclopedia Britannica India, p. 167, ISBN 978-81-8131-008-8CS1 maint: additional text: authors list (link) Citation: Accepted by the Constituent Assembly as the national anthem of India on January 24, 1950, the song of Jan-gana-mana, in its version of Hindi's first stanza, was originally written in Bengali by the
poet Rabinnathor Citation: Composition consisting of the words and music of the first stanza of the song by the late poet Rabindra Nath Tagore, known as Jana Ghana Mana is the national anthem of India - b National Anthem - National Elements of India Identity - Know India: National Portal of India. knowindia.gov.in (in Hindi). Archive from the original on
January 15, 2013. Received on April 11, 2017. Chowdhury, Arunangsu Roy. 100th Anniversary - Birth of Jana Ghana Mana. Hindu. Received on April 11, 2017. - Bhattacharya, Sabiasami (2011). Rabindranath Tagore : interpretation. New Delhi: Viking, Penguin Books of India. page 206. ISBN 978-0670084555. By the way, the myth of this song should be
disproved and put to rest. The song was written on December 11, 1911. On December 12, 1911, a meeting was held in Delhi durbar in honor of King George V. It is obvious that the poem written on December 11 could not have been intended for the event the next day. The song was first performed at the twenty-seventh session of the Indian National
Congress in Kolkata on 28 December 1911 as an opening song earlier in the day. After that, it was also sung on the founding of the anniversary of Adi Brahma Samaj in February 1912 and included in their collection of psalms, Brahma Sangit. Sugata Bose (August 14, 2017). History of patriotism: when Mahatma Gandhi refused to stand with respect for the
national song. It's a quartz India. Chandra, Balakrishnan, Pali, Vijay Kumar. 100 years of Bollywood-Humrahi (1945). indiavideo.org. Invis Multimedia Pvt. Ltd. was received on August 14, 2018. Srivastava, Sanjay (2005). Construction of post-colonial India. London: Routledge. page 91. ISBN 9781134683581. Since its inception, the School has adopted
strictly non-denominational prayers and hymns and does not serve beef and pork. In fact, the school adopted Jana Ghana Mana as a school song in 1935 long before it became the national anthem in 1947. भारत के रा गान के संबधं म आदेश (Order relating to the national anthem of India) (PDF). mha.gov.in. Ministry of the Interior, Government of India. Received on
June 24, 2018. Orders relating to the National Anthem of India (PDF). Ministry of the Interior, Government of India. Received on June 18, 2018. Elements of National Identity - National Anthem - Know India: National Portal of India. knowindia.gov.in. Received on July 12, 2018. भरत के रा  गान के संबधं म आदेश (Order relating to the National Anthem of India) (PDF).
mha.gov.in. Ministry of the Interior, Government of India. Received on June 24, 2018. Orders relating to the National Anthem of India (PDF). Ministry of the Interior, Government of India. Received on June 18, 2018. Link to India's morning song - Wikisource. to translate the full poem. Primary sources available in the Gallery section. James Minahan
(December 23, 2009). Complete guide to national symbols and emblems (2 volumes). ABC-CLIO. page 61. ISBN 9780313344978. - Sing or not to sing Wanda Mataram. Indian Express. Received on December 16, 2013. Bijo Emmanuel and Orsk v. Kerala and Orsk (1986) INSC 167. indiankanoon.org august 11, 1986. Received on December 16, 2013. The
national anthem must be played before movies in theaters, Supreme Court rules. Indian Express. December 1, 2016. Received on February 19, 2019. JAK: First of all, a civil servant is among two people arrested for not standing during the national anthem. Indian Express. February 11, 2017. Received on February 19, 2019. Anthem of India is not mandatory
in cinemas. BBC News. January 9, 2018. Received on February 19, 2019. Patriotism debate over the national anthem. BBC News. November 30, 2015. Received on February 19, 2019. Biswas, Sutiuk (October 25, 2017). Movie fans defy the anthem of India. BBC News. Received on February 19, 2019. Playing the national anthem in cinemas is not
mandatory: the Supreme Court. The Times of India. Received on February 19, 2019. Anthem of India is not mandatory in cinemas. January 9, 2018. Received on February 19, 2019. Anthem of India is not mandatory in cinemas. BBC News. 2018. Received january 10, 2018. Rowe over youth castigated for not standing during the national anthem at the
cinema. National Herald. October 28, 2019. Received on February 5, 2020. Tagore and Jana Ghana Mana. Monish R. Chatterjee. India: We still sing for the Empire?. Pradeep Kumar Datta. BBC News - The Indian anthem of Jan Gan Mana is celebrated for 100 years. Bbc.co.uk december 27, 2011. Received on July 8, 2012. - b c State for newspaper
clarifications on the report. Staff reporter. Assam Tribune, 17-12-2013 - Muslim clerics in Girhand oppose the government's move to the national anthem in madrassas. Hindustan Times. November 10, 2017. Received on May 11, 2019. Notes : b Sanskrit ransiteration Bharata-bhagya-vidhate - Sanskrit transliteration of Pasheva - Sanskrit transliteration of
Dravia - Sanskrit transliteration Vaṅga transliteration of tawa - zinya is also used - िव य Vaṅga <3> <0> is also used - b c तव also used Vindhya - Vindhya is also used - Tava is also used - b tava also used External Links Jana Ghana Manaat Wikipedia sister projectsMedia from Wikimedia Commons Texts from Wikisource Data from Wikidata Know India:
National Anthem, India's website Morning Song India - via Wikisource.English translation translation Yana Gan Mana in Tagore's handwriting extracted from jana gana mana song in english pdf. meaning of jana gana mana song in english. jana gana mana song lyrics in english. jana gana mana full song written in english. jana gana mana full song lyrics in
english. jana gana mana full song meaning in english. jana gana mana song written in english. jana gana mana adhi song in english
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